NOVA II SYSTEM

Cable Railing with Powder-Coated Aluminum Posts & Rails

The NOVA II System features powder-coated aluminum posts, handrails and foot rails and horizontal cable infill. The cable infill utilizes HandiSwage™ fittings with 1/8” cable. The NOVA II posts are surface mounted using the NOVA II Post Mounting Hardware Kit which is sold separately and includes 4, 5/16” x 4-1/2” hex head lag bolts and accompanying cover nuts. Customers must source their own mounting hardware when mounting on surfaces other than wood.

The NOVA II system is completely off-the-shelf and features minimal components and is offered in black, white and bronze. Each post and rail kit includes everything needed for installation. Post mounting hardware, cable and cable mounting hardware are sold separately.

CAUTION: Limitation of installation proximity to salt water and associated warranty limitations exist. Please consult the “NOVA II Salt Water Restrictions Map” on page 21 and on our website.

NOVA NAUTILUS

The NOVA Nautilus System utilizes predrilled aluminum posts with a 2” stainless steel top and optional bottom rail. It features multiple color options of black, white or bronze to complement any application. The cable is spaced at 2-3/4” and utilizes HandiSwage™ fittings.

HandiSwage™ CABLE INFILL

The NOVA II System features 1/8” diameter cable and a line of HandiSwage™ fittings including studs and tensioners. Using the HandiSwage™ line, makes the NOVA II System one of the simplest and most economical cable railing systems available. All fittings cable and accessories are made from electro-polished, 316L stainless steel for maximum corrosion resistance and durability. For a finished look, we offer cover nut sets to match the posts.
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NOVA II COLOR SELECTION

Black, White & Bronze

NOVA II SYSTEM RAIL KITS

There are 2 types of NOVA II rail kits; a straight and stair kit. They are offered in 6’ lengths utilizing a top and bottom rail and a cable stabilizer. Mounting hardware kit is sold separately.

STRAIGHT RAIL KIT

NOVA II 6’ Straight Rail Section — A0906-0201-XX
Includes the following components:

- 1 Top Rail
- 1 Bottom Rail
- 1 Cable Stabilizer, Drilled
- 1 Support Block

NOVA II 6’ Stair Rail Section — A0906-S021-XX
Includes the following components:

- 1 Top Rail
- 1 Bottom Rail
- 1 Cable Stabilizer, Slotted
- 1 Support Block

* “XX” in the part number is the color designation. Replace with “BK” for black, “WH” for white or “BZ” for bronze.

STAIR RAIL KIT

NOVA II 6’ Stair Rail Section — A0906-S021-XX
Includes the following components:

- 1 Top Rail
- 1 Bottom Rail
- 1 Cable Stabilizer, Drilled
- 1 Support Block

NOVA II 6’ Stair Rail Section Hardware Kit Sold Separately.

NOVA II SYSTEM POST KITS

The NOVA II System has 7 post kits including a 36” and 42” universal and a 36” and 42” corner post for level sections and a 36” and 42” post for stair sections plus a 42” slotted stair mid post. The post kits for level sections are pre-drilled, while the stair post kits are undrilled due to stair variables except for the slotted stair mid post. Each kit includes everything needed for installation, excluding post mounting hardware. For mounting to wood, use the NOVA Post Mounting Hardware Kit (A0908-HD10).

3” X 3” LEVEL POST KITS

Included in the Universal and Corner Post Kits:

- 1 Post, Drilled
- 1 Post Skirt
- 1 Post Cap
- 1 Post Pad

Additional items Included in the Corner Post Kits:

- 10 or 12 NOVA HandiSwage™ Studs
- 10 or 12 Plastic Washers
- 10 or 12 Cable Grommets

3” X 3” STAIR POST KITS

Included in the 36” & 42” Stair Post Kits:

- 1 Post, Undrilled or Slotted Mid Post
- 1 Post Skirt
- 1 Post Cap
- 1 Post Pad

* “XX” in the part number is the color designation. Replace with “BK” for black, “WH” for white or “BZ” for bronze.
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**NOVA II System Stock Gates**

NOVA II gates are now available in standard colors of black, bronze and white and include hinges, latch and mounting hardware. Gates come in a 36” width and are available in 36” and 42” heights. Cable is not preinstalled on NOVA II gates. Cable hardware, cable and cover nut sets are sold separately.

**NOVA II Gates – A0906-G036-XX* & A0906-G042-XX**

Includes the following components:
- Gate Frame
- 2 Self Closing Hinges
- 1 Latch
- Mounting screws

**NOVA II Salt Water Restrictions Map**

Limitation of installation proximity to salt water and associated warranty limitations exist and can be referenced within our warranty, website and installation instructions. Please consult the “NOVA II Salt Water Restrictions Map” below and on our website.

**NOTE:**

Distance from salt water is determined from highest annual tide level. Any direct salt water contact by way of storm surge and/or natural disaster is not covered under warranty.

---

**NOVA II Specs & Options**

- 36” or 42” Rail Height
- NOVA II Handrail Profile
- NOVA II Bottom Rail Profile
- NOVA II Post Cap
- NOVA II Post Skirt

**NOVA II Accessories**

- NOVA Cover Nut Set – C0906-XX02-10 and C0906-XX02-12
  - The NOVA Cover Nut Set includes a plastic washer, stainless steel nuts and plastic cover nut. It is used with the HandiSwage™ Stud for tensioning capabilities. Available in black, white and bronze colors in packs of ten or twelve.

*Based on long term durability testing combined with recent test results dealing with the effect of salt water environments on the NOVA II railing system, we’ve reduced our existing “distance from salt water” restrictions. Our standard policy used to be “1 mile or greater from salt water” across the board. In some locations NOVA II can now be installed as close as 100 yards (or greater). Check out the NOVA II Salt Water Restrictions Map to see the reduced restrictions in your area.*

---

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

- **NEW PRODUCT**
  - **Aluminum Stair Stabilizer**
    - Part# A0908-XX60-ST
    - This aluminum cable stabilizer is an affordable and versatile option for preventing cable deflection on stair applications.
    - Designed to be field cut to size and easily surface mounted using the supplied wood screws. Pre-slotted and powder-coated in the following color options: Black, White, Bronze and Metallic (Silver).
    - For more information, please visit our website.

- **JLC Live Northwest**
  - Portland, OR - December 5th-6th

- **Fastenal Fair USA**
  - Orlando, FL - December 5th-6th

- **International Builders Show**
  - Las Vegas, NV - January 21st-23rd

- **JLC Live New England**
  - Providence, RI - March 20th-21st

---

**NOTE:** Distance from salt water is determined from highest annual tide level. Any direct salt water contact by way of storm surge and/or natural disaster is not covered under warranty.